
MORCOTT PARISH COUNCIL 

1, Mount Pleasant Road, Morcott, Oakham, Rutland. LE15 9DP 

Tel: 01572 747 360 Email: sjawcock@btinternet.com 

 

To all members of Morcott Parish Council    15
th

 September 2015 

 

 

Your presence is requested to a meeting of Morcott Parish Council at 7.30 p.m on Tuesday 22
nd

 

September 2015 at Morcott Village Hall. Below is an agenda of items for discussion: 

    

         Yours faithfully 

           

                                                                                                            S.J.Awcock 

         Susan Awcock 

         Clerk to the council          

        

1. Members register 

 

2. Apologies for absence:  

 

3. Declarations of interests and requests for dispensation:  

 

4. To approve the minutes of the meeting held on Monday 27
th

 July 2015 

 

5. Clerk’s Report and actions since the last meeting 

 

6. Democratic 10 minutes. An opportunity for the electorate to speak on any subject 

relating to the village. 

 

7. To receive the schedule of accounts since last meeting (copy attached) 
 

8. To receive the conclusion of the Annual Governance report from Grant Thornton 

 

9. Reports and recommendations for consideration by council 

a. Street Scene: Reports attached 

b. The White Horse Working Party: Meeting with Burghley Estates 

c. Meeting with Strutt and Parker re cemetery, stile and footpaths  

 

10.  Application for Government funding to conform with the transparency code 

 

11.  To consider any increase in the allotment field rent. 

 

12.  Neighbourhood Plan – a suggestion that Gary Kirk of Your locale, gives a presentation 

to council www.yourlocale.org.uk 

 

13. Staff pension compliance with new legislation  

 

http://www.yourlocale.org.uk/


14. Clerks Annual salary review 

15. Precept 2016 – 2017 requirements: e.g traffic calming, street lighting. 

 

16. Applications for planning permission: 

 

Any other plans received in time for the meeting. 

 

17. Consideration of issues raised by the public during the democratic 10 minutes 

 

18. Correspondence 

 

19. Date of next meeting 

 

REPORT    07 /  2015. 

 

DEGRADED KERBSTONES IN MORCOTT. 

 

The fired clay kerb blocks used in Morcott and some other villages in Rutland, were 

Originally manufactured using brick making production techniques. Clay was forced 

into moulds, dried and then kiln fired to a temperature of up to 1300 cent. There is evidence 

on original old Morcott blocks of salt glaze during the firing, (this adds a 

sheen to the surface and reduces water absorption to the block). 

Each kerb block measures 37. x 24 x 8 cms with a chamfer on one face. 

 

The original kerbs in Morcott have degraded over the years and many are now  

broken to the point where they may become dangerous.  Efforts have been made to 

repair damaged sections of kerb by turning the blocks over to present a less worn 

face, however this presents a sharper edge which becomes more vulnerable to 

damage. 

Approximately 20 years ago, the Parish Council commissioned a supply of new fired clay 

kerb blocks to the original design, some of these can be seen in Willoughby Rd,  

Wing Rd, and the corner of Station Rd. Unfortunately the remaining stock of these 

disappeared from County Highways storage yard. 

 

Durability :     

The use of fired clay in architecture is generally limited to brick and tile work and 

decorative features.  In the British climate the durability of fired clay kerbing is poor 

compared with stone or concrete equivalents. 

Fired clay will not withstand the impact of vehicle wheels or heavy duty tyres. (This 

impact could be reduced with a lower speed limit) 

Water absorption rate for class fired clay is 4.5% and for B class 7% approx.  

A combination of water and salt ingress results in freezing and gradual breaking down of the 

clay surface. (This can be seen in some blocks as a network of fine white (salt) cracks on the 

surface. 

 

Appearance: 

The short length of each block (37cms), may be seen as appropriate in scale to the 



Morcott street scene and allows them to be laid around a fairly sharp radius.         The neutral 

dark fired colour also is appropriate to the village architecture.                                                       

The slight glaze on original examples can give some reflection of car headlights at night. 

The new blocks are by comparison red in colour (lower firing temp) and lack any glazing. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

 

The Parish Council should meet with County Highways to discuss the problem and seek 

solutions. 

 

As a short term measure the Council should identify kerb blocks that are broken to the point 

of becoming a hazard and these should be replaced using a small number of blocks stored at 

the side of the Village Hall. 

 

That a price comparison is made of all possible alternative kerbing materials, to determine a 

Parish Council decision on a suitable replacement and proceed to a plan for gradual 

replacement, section by section of damaged areas.               

                                                                                                                N Harding,   

06/07/2015.       

 

 

 

REPORT  2.                                                                                                08/09/2015. 

 

DEGRADED KERBSTONES IN MORCOTT. 

 

At a meeting on the 8
th

 Sept’ between Parish Councillors and Neil Tomlinson, Highways 

Dept RCC; it was agreed that County Highways Dept would identify any 

potentially dangerous kerbing blocks and replace them using the small store of blocks kept at 

the side of the Village Hall. 

 

REPORT      06/07/ 2015. 

 

MORCOTT POWER SUPPLY AND TELEPHONE NETWORK. 

 

 

Preparatory to any future plans by Western Power Distribution to put Morcott power 

supply lines underground, it is important that M.P.C. are fully aware of the implications 

for the village, this work could result in expense to the Parish Council in the purchase 

and installation of new lighting standards to replace any removed telegraph/power 

poles which presently carry or support street lighting. 

 

Accordingly a survey has been made to ascertain the total number of poles in Morcott, 

their location and in particular, those that carry lighting units. 

 

The total number of wiring support poles in Morcott.    58. 

 

The total number with street lighting units attached.        9. 

 

Some of the poles carry only telephone wiring, others carry both telephone and power 



cables. 

There is concern at the intrusive appearance of this ancient network of wiring that is not 

visually in character with conservation village status.  

Also of concern, is the continual need to heavily prune trees that have an importance 

in the village scene, in order to keep power lines clear.  

 

 

RECCOMMENDATION: 

 

That the Parish Council should open discussions with Rutland County Council, and Western 

Power Distribution to establish where the cost responsibilities fall, in the need for 

replacement of a perfectly good street lighting system . 

 

That the Parish Council welcomes the modernisation of power supply system in Morcott, and 

wishes to receive advance notice of Western Power plans for Morcott, in order that the Parish 

Council can both inform the public and manage its resources.  Prior notice of any work to 

remove poles or place wiring underground would be appreciated. 

 

That this report should be copied to Western Power Distribution and Rutland County 

Council. 

 

 

                                                                                                                              N.Harding.  

 

 

REPORT  2.                                                                                          08/09/2015. 

 

MORCOTT POWER SUPPLY. 

 

Parish Councillors met with Justin Hargate and colleague, from Western Power Distribution 

to discuss Western Power intentions regarding any changes to Morcott power distribution 

system.  We are informed that the undergrounding of supply cannot now be budgeted. 

This news is a setback to the prospect of making improvements to the efficiency of 

the existing overhead wiring system, and also means that the visual improvement 

to the village street scene by the removal of poles and wiring will also not take place. 

 

However, MPC will not now need to face the costs of replacing lighting standards. 

 

Morcott Parish Council await a report from Western Power Distribution. 

 

10/07/2015. 

As discussed on site with the council, I have done a (very) rough estimate of the costs 

involved.   

Assumptions are: 

          685m of 185Al/CuCNE LV mains 

         500m road excavation 

         185m footpath excavation 

         6 breech joints 

         2 pole terminations 

         6 pot ends 



         1 2 way link box to establish new open point 

         12 joint holes (road) 

         47 houses to be reconnected to the new mains 

         250m of new service cable 

         250m of service excavation (allowing for driveways etc) 

         25 service joint holes (road) 

         50% of houses require backwiring (£2000 per house due to nature of buildings) 

         Dismantling of approx. 2000m of conductor 

         Dismantling of 18 LV poles 

         Switching 

         Additional traffic management may be necessary - no cost allowed 

 Estimated cost of £226319.00.  I would say this is an underestimate due to the nature of the 

village and so allowing a 15% safety margin, it would probably be closer to £260000.00. 

 The estimated duration of the works would be between 6-8 months.   

 Back wiring would be required (50% of houses), each taking the best part of 3 days to 

complete.   

 Legal considerations for shared access etc. have not been allowed for, however depending on 

the amount of these, it could take a few months for the W/O to resolve. 

  

Hope this helps! 

  

Mark Jarvis 
Planner 

Stamford Team 

South Lincolnshire District 

T : 01476 863070 

M : 07734491575 

 

 

The White Horse Inn 

 

At the Parish Council Meeting on 28 July, MPC approved the initial proposals of the White 

Horse Working Party, which has set itself the goal of preserving the White Horse public 

house as a social amenity for the village of Morcott, if at all possible.  

The Working Party also outlined what it sees as the potential options for the White Horse Inn 

(these may be viewed on the village website). 

MPC granted permission for the Working Party to open discussions with Burghley House 

Preservation Trust, and in August representatives had an initial meeting with Burghley’s 

estates director.  

A great deal of fact-finding, particularly financial, is underway and advice is being sought 

from other relevant organisations, including the not-for-profit group the Pub is The Hub, 

which offers advice to communities in similar situations. The Working Party will be reporting 

back to MPC at the 22 September meeting. 

  

Street Scene Report for PC Meeting 22/09/2015 

Willoughby Road Drainage    

 

 At the time of the last PC meeting we were waiting to hear from Mr Bell of RCC, who was 

programming the required drainage works. The Clerk was asked to arrange a meeting with 

Mr Bell.  However we then received notification of the 6 days during  the second half of 



August when the road would be closed to through traffic.  The works were commenced on 

time and completed with a short overrun.  It is understood that, despite the road closures, 

residents’ access was not seriously affected. 

The PC was not supplied with details of the work undertaken, but it is thought to have 

included the unblocking of drains and road gullies,  the provision of an additional gulley to 

pick up water discharging from the bank  at No.19, and two additional drains installed across 

the road, diverting water to the main sewer on the east side. 

At a meeting with Neil Tomlinson on 8
th

 September, he confirmed that a complaint about the 

way a gulley grating had been let into the bank was being attended to. He also explained that 

the problem of contaminated water discharging from the verge in front of Rid?? House had 

been resolved by unblocking the gulley and associated pipework some 20m downstream.  

The damaged pipe beneath the verge at the point of discharge had been repaired some two 

months earlier.  Neil Tomlinson said that he had spoken to the occupants of Nos.1 & 3 

Willoughby Road, who confirmed that no discharges had occurred from the verge during the 

recent periods of heavy rainfall. 

I recommend that we ask Councillor Jane Williams to look out for any recurrence of 

discharges from the bank or overflowing gullies and report them to Neil or me.  We shall of 

course also check ourselves but we use the road less frequently than her. 

MW 

 

Street Scene Report for PC Meeting 22/09/2015 

Speed Limits in Morcott      

 

20 mph limit in Village 

Following our report to the last meeting on, Neil Tomlinson sent Susan an email dated 18
th

 

August which was circulated by her.  My understanding of the paragraphs concerning the 

20mph limit is given below. 

 

He will arrange for us to receive by the end of September a revised cost for implementing the 

scheme, employing painted roundels on the road surface for the repeaters but roundels on 

posts at the terminal points of the speed limit.  He pointed out that roundels on the road do 

wear and will need recovering; that will only happen when budgets allow.  If we accept the 

revised design and cost when submitted to us for approval, we will be required to sign an 

agreement to meet the costs prior to their preparing Traffic Regulation Orders and Works 

Instructions (there is no indication of what these involve in the way of costs nor whether we 

are required to pay for them as well as the physical works).  It is expected to take in the 

region of 4-6 months from the date of the PC’s approval for the legal work and the 

installation of the signage. 

At our meeting with Neil Tomlinson on 8
th

 September, he stated that we would have the 

revised cost by the date of our meeting on 22
nd

 September, which Susan had particularly 

requested.   

 

Speed limit on A6121 

Neil Tomlinson’s email stated that our request for a speed limit had now been added to 

RCC’s Speed limit and Access Review 2015. (This I believe to be real progress).  The request 

will be assessed in accordance with Police and DfT Guidelines and the results (if favourable) 

put to Cabinet in January 2016. 

Any measures approved will be implemented during financial year 2016/17. 

We asked Neil Tomlinson on 6
th

 September whether recent and earlier accidents on this 

stretch of road would be taken into account and received assurance that they would be.  He 



was thinking in terms of a 40mph limit rather than 30mph which I continued to press for.  

However I found it encouraging that he seemed to be positive about the principle of limit at 

all and would certainly settle for the former.  
 

 
 

MORCOTT PARISH COUNCIL  INCOME 2015 - 2016 

     
DATE RECEIVED MINUTES DETAILS PRECEPT ALLOTMENT BURIALS MISC TOTAL 

  

  

BOOK 

  

& FIELD 

     
10.04,2015 RCC 

 
PRECEPT     2,800.00  

   
    2,800.00  

  
05.05.2015 JOYCE 

 
RENT 

 
        120.00  

  
       120.00  

  
10.05.2015 COUNCILLORS 

 
GIFT  

   
     42.00           42.00  

  
01.09.2015 RCC 

 
REFUND 

  
           45.00  

 
         45.00  

  

    
    2,800.00          120.00  

 
     42.00      3,007.00  

  

           

   

EXPENDITURE 2015 - 2016 

     
DATE PAYEE CHEQUE DETAILS SALARIES CLERKS INSURANCE MISC CEMETERY VAT TOTAL 

  

NO. 

  

EXPENSES LIGHTING 

    

15.04.2015 LRALC 622 SUBS 
   

   148.75  
  

      
148.75  

08.05.2015 NEIL SIMON 623 PHOTO 
   

     80.00  
  

         
80.00  

 
CANCELLED 624 INSURANCE 

       
20,.05.2015 

CUMBRIA 
CLOCKS 625 CLOCK MAIN. 

   
   156.00  

  

      
156.00  

26.05.2015 
COMMERCIAL 
INS 626 INSURANCE 

  
        372.63  

   

      
372.63  

23.06.2015 RUTLAND CC 627 SALARY 399.99 
  

     15.00  
 

       
3.00  

      
417.99  

23.06.2015 LRALC 628 TRAINING 
   

     70.00  
  

         
70.00  

27.07.2015 CLERKS EXP. 629 EXPENSES 
 

           30.47  
    

         
30.47  

16.09.2015 RUTLAND CC 630 SALARY 399.99 
  

     15.00  
 

       
3.00  

      
417.99  

22.09.2015 CLERKS EXP. 631 EXPENSES 
 

           58.92  
    

         
58.92  

    
799.98            89.39          372.63     484.75  

 

       
6.00  

   
1,752.75  

           

           
C/A 

  
         1,813.23  

       
D/A 

  
         4,772.20  

       

   
         6,585.43  

       

           


